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Abstract

In this paper, we first explore an intrinsic problem
that exists in the theories induced by learning algo-
rithms. Regardless of the selected algorithm, search
methodology and hypothesis representation by which
the theory is induced, one would expect the theory
to make better predictions in some regions of the de-
scription space than others. We term the fact that
an induced theory will have some regions of relatively
poor performance the problem of locally low predictive
accuracy.
Having characterised the problem of locally low
predictive accuracy in Instance-Based and Naive
Bayesian classifiers, we propose to counter this prob-
lem using a composite learner that incorporates both
classifiers. The strategy is to select an estimated bet-
ter performing classifier to do the final prediction dur-
ing classification. Empirical results from fifteen real-
world domains show that the strategy is capable of
partially overcoming the problem of locally low predic-
tive accuracy and at the same time improving the over-
all performance of its constituent classifiers in most of
the domains studied. The composite learner is also
found to outperform three methods of stacked gen-
eralisation which include the cross-validation method
in most of the experimental domains studied. We
provide explanations of why the proposed composite
learner performs better than stacked generalisation,
and discern a condition under which the composite
learner performs better than the better of its con-
stituent classifiers.

Introduction and Motivation
One important measure of performance used in the
machine learning community for learning algorithms is
estimated accuracy on unseen cases. This measure in-
dicates the estimated overall performance of a learned
theory over the whole population from which the train-
ing dataset used to induce the theory is generated.
However, no one would assume that every prediction
made by a theory would have the same probability of
being correct (i.e., proportional to its overall estimated
accuracy). Regardless of the selected algorithm, search
methodology and hypothesis representation by which
the theory is induced, one would expect the theory

to make better predictions in some regions of the de-
scription space than others. Holte, Acker and Porter
(1989) were the first to address this intrinsic problem
in learning systems that describe the induced theory as
a disjunction of conjunctions of conditions. They use
the coverage of each rule (or disjunct) to characterise
this intrinsic problem. They observe that rules that
cover a small number of instances often entail high er-
ror rates; thus they name the phenomenon the problem
of small disjuncts. Several other refined definitions of
small disjuncts have been proposed by Ting (1994a)
and have been found to work well in overcoming rel-
atively poor performance regions in decision trees by
replacing small disjuncts with instance-based methods.
We would anticipate the existence of a similar problem
in Instance-Based Learning (IBL) algorithms (Aha, 
bler & Albert 1991) and Naive Bayesian classifiers or
Naive Bayes (Cestnik 1990). Because both of these
algorithms employ different representations from deci-
sion trees and rules, measures other than disjuncts are
needed to characterise this intrinsic problem in these
representations. This consideration has prompted us
to rename the problem so that it can be brought to a
more general perspective. We term the fact that an
induced theory would have some regions of relatively
poor performance the problem of locally low pre-
dictive accuracy.

Very little research has been carried out to gain in-
sight into this problem that is intrinsic to all learning
algorithms. The difficulties in this research are (i) how
to characterise the various regions of differing predic-
tive accuracies, and (ii) how to estimate predictive ac-
curacy in these regions. The general strategy of our
research is to probe into the underlying characteristics
of the learning methods to look for an answer. We use
the term - the characterisation of predictive accuracy
(hereafter shortened to ghe characterisation) to mean
the use of a measure in an induced theory as an indica-
tor for its predictive accuracy. To address the second
difficulty, we estimate the predictive accuracy of the
chaxacterisation using a cross-validation method.

Once we can characterise predictive accuracy of each
prediction of the induced theories, we can overcome the
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problem of locally low predictive accuracy by replac-
ing low performance regions in one theory (from one
algorithm) with those of other theory (from another al-
gorithm) which have higher predictive accuracy. The
proposed decision combination approach dynamically
selects a learning algorithm in each prediction during
classification.

We will describe how predictive accuracy of each pre-
diction in a IBL algorithm and a Naive Bayesian clas-
sifter can be characterised in the next section. Then,
we show how the chaxacterisation can be used to over-
come the problem of locally low predictive accuracy
by working cooperatively between the IBL algorithm
and the Naive Bayes in a composite learner framework.
The last two sections describe some related work and
summaxise the findings.

Characterising Predictive Accuracy in
IBL and Naive Bayes

We investigate two intuitive methods of chaxacterising
the accuracy of each prediction in this section. For
Naive Bayes, the natural method is posterior probabil-
ity - predictions made with high posterior probability
would be more likely to be correct than those made
with low posterior probability. This chaxacterisation
agrees with the Bayesian approach in decision making.

We explore an intuitive method for chaxacterising
the accuracy of each prediction in a IBL algorithm,
namely typically/. This chaxacterisation has its root in
cognitive psychology (Rosch & Mervis 1975). In our
setting, the typicality of an instance (Y) is defined 
(Zhang 1992; Ting 1994b):

Tytncality(Y) ---- (E:--1 E~clid(X~,Y))/n (1)
(~=1 Euclid(Xj, Y))/p

where the numerator denotes the inter-concept dis-
tance of an instance (Y) which is defined as its average
(Euclidean) distance to instances of different classes
(n), and the denominator denotes the intra-concept
distance of an instance which is defined as its average
distance to other instances of the same class (p).

Thus, an atypical instance would have a low value
of the typicality measure and vice versa. In the frame-
work of IBL, we would expect a prediction made with
a typical nearest neighbour is more likely to be correct
than one made with an atypical nearest neighbour.

The two algorithms IB1-MVDM* and NB* (Ting
1994c; 1996) axe used to test the above chaxacteri-
satious. IB1-MVDM* is a variant of IB1 (Aha, Ki-
bler & Albert 1991) that incorporates the modified
value-difference metric (Cost & Salzberg 1993) and
NB is an implementation of the Naive Bayes (Cestnik
1990) algorithm. Both algorithms include a method
(Fayyad & Irani 1993) for discretising continuous-
valued attributes in the preprocessing (indicated by
"*"). This preprocessing improved the performance

of the two algorithms (IB1-MVDM and NB) in most
of thecontinuous-valued attribute domains studied by
Ting (1994c; 1996). We use the nearest neighbour for
making prediction in IB1-MVDM* and the default set-
tings axe as used in IB1t in all experiments. No pa-
rameter settings axe required for NB*.

Specifically, we will conduct experiments to test the
following hypotheses:

Hypothesis 1: the higher the posterior probability
of a prediction, the higher its predictive accuracy in
NB*.

Hypothesis 2: the more atypical a nearest neighbour
used in a prediction, the lower its predictiqe accuracy
in IB1-MVDM*.

The next section describes a method to estimate pre-
dictive accuracy of the chaxacterisation which will be
used to test the hypotheses in the subsequent section.

Estimating Predictive Accuracy of the
Characterisation

We use a cross-validation approach to estimate predic-
tive accuracy of the chexacterisation. The individual
test results from the ~-fold cross-validation axe first
sorted according to the values of the chaxacterisation
(i.e., posterior probability, or typicality), and then they
are used to produce a binned graph that relates the
average value of the chaxacterisation to its binned pre-
dictive accuracy for each class.

Individual Test Points Plot Binned Graph for
for one predicted class one wedicted class

Cocker
Claglfle,.e/ea Acc~

Meatute of changteflutfloa Measure of chamete~m~thm

Figure 1: Transforming individual cross-validation test
points to a binned graph for one predicted class

Figure 1 depicts the process of transforming the
cross-validation test results of individual instances
(i.e., correct or incorrect classifications) to a binned
graph for one predicted class. Each bin contains a
fixed number of instances (half of the total number for
each class or fifteen 2, whichever is bigger). Each point
in the graph is produced from a "moving window",
i.e., the next bin is obtained by dropping the leftmost

lIB1 stores all training instances and uses maximum dif-
ferences for attributes that have missing values, and com-
putes Euclidean distance between any two instances.

2This number is about 10% of one of the small size
datasets. It is rather ad hoc, but it should not be too
big to accommodate small datasets or too small to avoid
graph fluctuation due to minor changes in the bin.
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Table 1: Details of experimental domains
Domain #Inst. #Classes #Attr ~ Type
bcw 699 2 9C
diabetes 768 2 8C
waveform21 300 3 21C
waveform40 300 3 40C
heart 303 2 13C
glass 214 6 9C
hypothyroid 3163 2 18B+7C
hepatitis 155 2 13B+6C
automobile 205 6 4B+6N+15C
echo 131 2 1B+6C
horse 368 2 3B+12N+7C
soybean 683 19 16B+19N
led? 200 10 7B
led24 200 10 24B
splice 317"/ 3 60N

B: Binary, N: Nominal, C: Continuous.

instance and adding an instance adjacent to the right-
most instance of the current bins. When the bin size is
bigger than fifteen, the end points of the graph are ex-
tended by reducing the bin size one instance at a time
until the bin size reaches fifteen. This is to ensure all
graphs produced have the same bin size of fifteen at
the end points. Note that we use the binned graphs
for classification rather than function approximation
problems.

Three-fold cross-validation is used in all experiments
instead of ten-fold cross-validation (Breiman et al 1984;
Schaffer 1993), because it is faster and provides compa-
rable results when used to combine the two algorithms.

Experiments

We conduct the experiments in fifteen well-known do-
mains obtained from the UCI repository of machine
learning databases (Murphy & Aha 1994). They
are the breast cancer Wisconsin (bcw), pima dia-
betes, waveform21, waveform40, Cleveland heart dis-
ease (heart), glass, hypothyroid, hepatitis, automobile,
echocardiogram (echo), horse colic, soybean, splice
junction, led7 and led24. The characteristics of the ex-
perimental domains are given in Table 1. The example
binned graphs of two domains are shown in Figures 2
and 3, which are produced from one trial using 90% of
the dataset in each domain. Separate graphs are pro-
duced for each class in each domain for the two meth-
ods of characterisation, i.e., typicality for IB1-MVDM*
and probability for NB*.

We also use a fairly robust (sometimes termed
"distribution-free’) test of significance, i.e., a Wilcoxon
ranksum test (see e.g., Howell (1982)) on the raw 
(e.g., the left diagram depicted in Figure 1) to see
whether the measure of characterisation is related to
trends of correct classification. For each individual pre-
dicted class, we rank the individual test points (from

SWhen there are ties, they are resolved randomly.
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Figure 2: Binned graphs in the diabetes domain

three-fold cross-validation) by the measure of charac-
terisation, e.g., the lowest value of typicality (or prob-
ability) is ranked 1. The statistic, Ws is the sum of
ranks of all test points that have correct classifica-
tions. The distribution of W~ approximates a normal
distribution. We can then calculate z from the mean
and the standard error of a normal distribution, where
z = (W, - mean)/(standard error). We consider a
significance level of 90% ([z[ < 1.28) with a one-tailed
test. The results for the test are tabulated in Table
2. A positive value for z indicates that the classifica-
tions axe more likely to be correct with higher values
of typicality/probability. A negative value for z indi-
cates a reverse trend. Table 2 shows the results of the
test. The insignificant trends are indicated as boldface
z values.

We summarise the findings as follows.
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Figure 3: Binned graphs in the hepatitis domain

For Hypothesis 1, all classes in ten domains are
found to conform to the hypothesis that the p~e-
diction made with high posterior probability is more
likely to be correct. However, the trend seem to
be the opposite in one class in the led7 domain.
Insignificant trends appear in one class in each of
the hepatitis and echocardiogram domains, and in
three, four and five classes in the automobile, led7
and led24 domains respectively.

For Hypothesis 2, all classes in eight domains pro-
vide consistent evidence to the hypothesis that the
prediction made with a typical nearest neighbour
(i.e., with high value of typicality) is more likely
to be correct. However, a reverse trend is observed
in one class of the automobile domain. Insignifi-
cant trends appear in one class in each of the wave-
form21, waveform40 and echocardiogram domains,
and in three classes in each of the glass, automobile,
soybean and led24 domains, and in four classes in

Table 2: The results of a Wilcoxon rank-sum test for
trends of correct classification with respect to the mea-
sure of characterisation depicted in Figure 1

L Typicality Probabilily
PC ni ~l z ni ni z

bcw 0 399 6 4.03 396 3 2.96
1 214 10 1.35 217 13 2.26

dial> 0 355 102 8.22 369 87 6.68
1 142 92 5.16 157 78 3.98

wave21 0 83 38 2.95 61 8 2.59
1 45 17 -1.22 60 23 4.72
2 73 14 1.40 89 29 5.78

wave4~- 0 75 25 2.08 52 6 1.97
1 53 21 -0.91 59 27 2.56
2 78 18 3.05 93 33 6.22

heart 0 116 27 2.12 127 27 3.68
1 99 30 6.48 99 19 4.13
0 53 20 0.80 56 29 2.50
1 50 17 2.85 47 21 3.80
2 4 6 1.07 1 3 1.34
3 5 3 1.34 1 0 -
4 5 2 0.00 5 2 1.94
5 22 5 2.87 23 4 2.73

hypo 0 111 33 4.68 123 27 4.56
1 2673 29 7.35 2679 17 6.17

hepa 0 15 13 2.28 17 8 0.12
1 98 13 1.87 103 11 3.19

auto 0 16 9 0.40 14 21 1.95
1 44 10 -1.56 36 18 -1.01
2 41 19 1.85 31 13 0.22
3 17 3 0.26 11 15 0.54
4 21 3 -0.83 20 5 1.43

echo 0 64 24 2.76 68 21 2.64
1 13 16 1.45 16 12 -0.05

horse 0 180 31 2.30 177 32 1.54
1 89 31 4.39 88 34 4.63

soyb 0 17 0 - 17 1 1.64
1 17 0 - 17 1 1.64
2 19 0 - 19 14 4.66
3 78 0 - 60 1 1.70
7 79 6 1.89 69 10 4.39
8 19 I 1.65 19 2 1.32
11 39 0 - 39 5 3.61
12 18 4 0.17 15 4 2.10
13 70 15 0.74 80 26 3.99
14 65 12 4.65 58 4 3.09
18 8 4 0.51 8 0 -

led7 0 15 5 1.27 14 5 1.85
1 14 4 2.23 14 2 2.06
2 14 9 3.78 15 8 2.97
3 13 11 0.32 12 10 -0.07
4 8 4 2.55 9 3 0.83
5 8 3 -0.61 10 2 -1.93
6 19 10 1.74 18 12 2.37
7 12 4 1.70 13 4 1.13
8 7 7 0.06 5 9 1.53
9 12 1 1.60 12 3 0.00

PC : predicted class.
nl/n~: number of correct/incorrect classifications.
Boldface indicates Izl < 1.28 (i.e., an insignificant trend).
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Table 2 (continues)
Typicality Probability

PC nl n2 Z nl n2 Z
led24 0 10 6 1.52 7 8 1.62

1 12 3 2.17 14 5 1.39
2 15 2 -0.45 14 5 1.85
3 9 10 2.20 8 8 0.00
4 7 3 -0.U 5 1 -0.88
5 7 1 1.09 2 3 1.15
6 19 13 1.78 20 16 1.78
7 9 9 2.52 8 3 1.22
8 8 14 2.25 8 15 -1.16
9 13 10 2.48 12 18 1.86

splice 0 641 60 8.69 643 33 7.60
1 631 88 8.57 644 46 9.17
2 1400 39 9.02 1441 52 10.42

the led7 domain.

The overall result is that most classes in the fifteen
domains provide consistent evidence to the hypotheses.
The t~tpicaHty and the posterior probability have been
shown to be a satisfactory characterisation of predic-
tive accuracy in IB1-MVDM* and NB*, respectively.

Discussion

There are a number of reasons for these methods of
characterisation to show insignificant trends in some
classes in some domains. First, when the underlying
concept is hard to learn for these learning algorithms
we do not expect any methods of characterisation to
provide a good accuracy predictor. Put it in another
way, the models or assumptions of these learning algo-
rithms could be all wrong in these cases. An example is
the parity concept, where both of these algorithms are
known to have difficulty learning it. The second reason
could be attributed to the nature of the characterisa-
tion itself. Typicality measures the global property of
instances of a category. In some cases, local proper-
ties in the description space might also be important
in classification; exceptions or rare cases and the par-
ity problem are examples where typicality would fail to
characterise. Another important reason is the estima-
tion method used to generate the graphs. Both the bin
size and the "moving window" method have an effect
on the shape of the graphs. Sparse data in some classes
in some domains further compounds the problem.

Note that using these methods of characterisation,
one does not explicitly know the exact regions in the
description space where the predictive accuracy is high
or low, as in the case of small disjuncts in decision trees
or rules. But this is the result of the underlying rep-
resentation rather than the methods of characterisa-
tion. The decision boundaries of IBL and Naive Bayes
are intrinsically implicit in their representations. One
does not know the exact decision boundaries unless
one takes extra effort to draw" them out (e.g., into 
Voronoi diagram (Watson 1981) for IBL).
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The characterisation of predictive accuracy de-
scribed here can be viewed as a means of calibrating
an algorithm’s estimate (i.e., typicality and posterior
probability) with its (estimated) predicted accuracy.
Cross-validation is used here as a tool in performing
calibration. In statistics, the idea of calibration is pre-
sented as a way of realigning one’s estimates with real-
ity or some standard (e.g., Dawid (1982), Dunn (1989)
and Efron & Tibshirani (1993)). Statisticians tend 
use a linear model for calibration. In the current work,
one may want to fit a model for the characterisation,
which may or not be a linear model.

For Instance-Based classifiers, there are other
choices with regard to the method of characterisation.
For example, one may intend to use some method of
kernel density estimation (Silverman 1986), which may
solve the problem faced by using typicality mentioned
above. We have attempted another method of char-
acterisation that uses the nearest neighbour distance.
The intuition is that one prediction made with a closer
nearest neighbour would be expected to have higher
predictive accuracy than another prediction made with
a farther nearest neighbour. Mandler and Schiirmann
(1988) employ a similar approach in Instance-Based
classifiers. However, this method does not performs
well for a number of reasons. In domains that have
multi-modal overlapping distributions, i.e., the data
has maximal density in the regions of decision bound-
aries and sparse density elsewhere, the nearest neigh-
bout distance would produce graphs which are com-
pletely opposite to the hypothesis; the test instances
that are far from the boundaries are more likely to have
larger nearest neighbour distances than those near to
the boundaries (due to the data distribution); thus,
they are more likely to predict correctly. Noise is an-
other factor that would obscure the nearest neighbour
distance as a good accuracy predictor in IB1-MVDM*.

While the methods of characterisation and estima-
tion are not perfect for one reason or another, it suffices
for our purpose here to show that the methods can be
used to characterise and estimate predictive accuracy
in most of the real-world domains studied. The real
test is how effective are these methods in overcoming
the problem of locally low predictive accuracy in the
two learning algorithms, which is the topic of the next
section.

The Method of Combining

IB1-MVDM* and NB*

Having characterised and estimated predictive accu-
racy in IB1-MVDM* and NB*, we can now make use
of their individual predictive accuracy estimation for
each classification for the purpose of decision combi-
nation. The combining strategy that we use is to se-
lect an estimated better performing classifier to do the
final prediction and we name the resultant classifier
the composite learner (CL). Because only high perfor-
mance predictions are selected, the CL’s performance
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is expected to be better than the individual algorithms.
Employing the characterisations, combining the two al-
gorithms using this strategy is straightforward.

Both iB1-MVDM* and NB* are first trained inde-
pendently. During training, the algorithms perform
three-fold cross-validation to estimate predictive ac-
curacy of each prediction from the characterisations.
This is done by using the test results from the three-
fold cross-validation to produce a binned graph that
relates the average value of the characterisation to its
binned predictive accuracy (as described in the last sec-
tion). For each classification, the predictive accuracy
of each algorithm is obtained by referring to its binned
graph with the corresponding value of the characterio
sation. The algorithm which has the higher estimated
predictive accuracy is chosen to make the final predic-
tion. Figure 4 depicts the classification process.

Figure 4: CL’s classification process

Formally, the selection process can be defined as fol-
lows.

Cf = C.~a if PA(CxalX) > PA(CNBIX),
Cf = CNB if PA(CxBIX) < PA(CsBIX),

else random select.

where C! : final prediction;
Cxs : IB1-MVDM*’s prediction;
CNa : NB*’s prediction;
PA(CIX) : predictive accuracy of prediction C given
instance X.

Performance of the Composite Learner

We conduct experiments in the fifteen realoworld do-
mains to compare the performance of the composite
learner and its constituent algorithms. CL combines
IB1-MVI)M* which uses typicality and NB* which
uses posterior probability.

We randomly split the dataset into 90% and 10%
disjoint subsets. Each experimental trial uses the 90%
subset as a training set and the 10% subset as a testing
set, and it is repeated over 50 trials. This experimental
method is used throughout the rest of the paper.

Table 3 shows the average classification error rates
and their standard errors of IB1-MVDM*, NB*, CL
and BESTof3 - the best algorithm selected among IB1-
MVDM*, NB* and CL based on the test results of
three-fold cross-validation on training data. The best
result in each domain is shown in boldface. The (9
(or 69) symbol in front of a figure indicates that 
is significantly better (or worse) than the better 
IB1-MVDM* and NB* by more than or equal to two

Table 3: Average error rates of CL and BESTof3
IB* NB* CL BESTof3

wave40 21.7 4-1.1 21.8 -4-1.1 ¯ 18.4 ¯ 18.4
horse 20.0 4-1.0 19.9 4-0.9 ¯ 16.9 ¯ 17.2
hypo 1.7 +0.I 1.5 4-0.1 ¯ 1.2 ¯ 1.2
led24 38.4 4-1.4 38.0 4-1.8 ¯ 35.5 37.9
wave21 22.1 4-1.2 22.9 4-1.1 ¯ 18.5 ¯ 19.2
heart 19.4 4-0.9 18.5 4-0.9 17.7 18.6
splice 5.6 4-0.1 4.5 4-0.1 ¯ 4.0 ¯ 4.0
bcw 4.6 4-0.3 2.9 +0.3 2.8 2.9
soyb 5.8 4-0.4 7.7 4-0.5 (9 5.0 5.6
glass 27.7 4-1.2 29.9 -4-1.3 26.6 28.4
diab 28.8 4-0.6 25.1 4-0.6 24.1 24.3
led7 32.7 4-1.4 28.9 4-1.3 29.4 29.9
hepa 20.6 4-1.6 14.9 4-1.2 15.5 14.9
echo 36.0 4-1.9 28.1 4-1.5 29.3 29.3
auto 14.8 4-1.0 31.0 4-1.1 0 18.9 14.8

IB* : IB1-MVDM*.

Table 4: Summary of Table 3
CL BESTof3

#wins vs #losses 9-4
#signif. wins vs #signif. losses 5-0

Sign test 96.5 96.9

standard errors (>_ 95% confidence). The domains are
ordered by the absolute error rate difference between
IB1-MVDM* and NB*. This ordering divides these
domains into two groups; one that CL performs better
than the better of IB1-MVDM* and NB*, and one that
CL performs worse. A Wilcoxon rank-sum one-tailed
test indicates that the ordering is strongly related to
the performance of CL with 99.9% confidence. In
eleven domains where the performance of IB1-MVDM*
and NB* have small differences, CL achieves better re-
sults than the better of its constituent algorithms. In
the other four domains, where the performance of IB1-
MVDM* and NB* differ substantially, CL performs in
between the performance of its constituent algorithms
but never performs better than the better of the two
algorithms.

A summary of these results is given in Table 4. The
first row shows the number of domains in which CL or
BESTOf3 achieves higher accuracy than the better of
1B1-MVDM* and NB* versus the number in which the
reverse happened. The second row considers only those
domains in which the difference is significant with at
least 95% confidence. The third row shows the results
of applying a sign test to the values in the second row.
This results in a confidence more than 95% that either
CL or BESTOf3 is a more accurate learner than the
better of IB1-MVDM* and NB*.

Ablation Analysis

To gain insight into the factors that affect the perfor-
mance of the composite learner, we examine (i) the
classification overlaps made by the constituent algo-
rithms and (ii) the correct classifications made by only
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one of them. Table 5 shows a complete breakdown of
average correct classifications in the diabetes domain
and Table 6 summarises the results in the fifteen do-
mains. Figures in the last row of Table 5 are computed
using Equations (2) and (3). All figures in Table 6 
calculated using Equations (6)-(9) which correspond 
the last four columns in the table. All equations are
listed as follows.

CC[Totat] = CC[O] + CC[1] + CC[2] (2)
CCcn[To at] = CCcL[I] + CCc [2] (3)

CCcL[O] = 0 (4)
CCcL[2] = CC[2] (5)

% Overlap CO[0] + OC[2]= x lOO (6)CC[Total]
R =

CC[1]IB1-MVDM. X 100 (7)
cc[1]

CC[llNB.S -- CC[1] xl00 (8)
COoL[l]

W = CC[I"--""~ x 100 (9)

where CC[N] is the average number of correct classi-
fications made by N algorithms. C’CcL [N] is the av-
erage number of correct classifications out of CC[N]
made by the composite learner. CC[I]Ar. is the por-
tion of CC[1] for which only algorithm AL makes the
correct classification. R (S) denotes the percentage
of IB1-MVDM* (NB*) only correct classifications. 
denotes the percentage of CL correct classifications
from R+S.

The composite learner improves performance if it
makes the correct selection most of the time when only
one of its constituent algorithms makes the correct
classification; thus, CCCL[1] <_ CC[1]. The compos-
ite learner can do nothing when both algorithms make
incorrect or correct classifications. CC[0] is just the
average number of classifications in which both algo-
rithms are incorrect. Since the composite learner al-
ways makes incorrect classifications in this portion of
predictions, whichever algorithm is selected, CCcL[O]
must be zero. Equation (6) gives the percentage 
classification overlap between IB1-MVDM* and NB*
over all classifications. The proportions of either IB1-
MVDM* and NB* making correct classification and
CL making the right choice over CC[1] are given in
Equations (7)-(9).

The results from Table 6 reveal that the degree of
classification overlap does not affect the performance
of CL. Summing the average percentage of CL correct
classification over fifteen domains in Table 6 (the last
column), the mean is 68.1% (an oracle would achieve
100% and a random choice is 50%). This indicates
that CL can obtain better results than either of its
constituent algorithms in those domains in which ei-
ther IB1-MVDM* or NB* covers less than 68% of the
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Table 5: Average #correct classifications in the pima
diabetes domain

#CL correct classifications
N CC[ V] (%) CCc [N] (%)
0 12.3 (16.0%) 0.0 (0.0%)
1 16.9 (21.9%) 10.6 (13.8%)
2 47.8 (62.1%) 47.8 (62.1%)

Total 77.0 (100.0%) 58.4 (75.9%)

Table 6:
and correct classification

Average percentage of classification overlap

Ouedap ~ CL Correct
(#test inst.) R S from R+S, W

wavv40 79.3 (30) 50.2 49.8 66.2
horse 86.1 (37) 49.6 50.4 72.5
hypo 98.6 (317) 45.3 54.7 74.7
led24 67.7 (20) 49.1 50.9 62.4
wave21 79.0 (30) 51.7 48.3 68.9
heart 84.1 (31) 47.2 52.8 57.3
splice 94.1 (318) 40.0 60.0 69.1
bcw 97.4 (70) 16.7 83.3 86.7
soyb 92.1 (69) 62.5 37.5 72.8
glass 77.8 (22) 55.7 44.3 61.3
diab 78.1 (77) 41.6 58.4 63.1
led7 85.3 (20) 26.8 73.2 67.1
hepa 85.0 (16) 30.8 69.2 65.0
echo 83.3 (14) 26.5 73.5 66.7
auto 72.5 (21) 84.9 15.1 67.3

Boldface indicates the maximum
columns for each domain.

value in the last three

total only one algorithm correct classification (the only
exception is the bcw domain).

In the following experiments, we compare the com-
posite learner with a closely related method of decision
combination but without using the characterisations.

Comparison with Stacked Generalisation

Stacked generalisation (Wolpert 1992) is proposed as 
more sophisticated version of cross-validation (Linhart
& Zucchini 1986) that uses a learning algorithm to de-
termine how the classification outputs of the primitive
learning algorithms should be combined. The prim-
itive inputs and the primitive learning algorithms or
generalisers are referred to as operating in the zero-
level description space. The first-level inputs are the
outputs of the zero-level generalisers (possibly plus the
zero-level inputs). The learning algorithm used in this
level is called the first-level generaliser.

Here, CL is compared to three methods of stacked
generalisation:

a. simple stacking: use only the outputs of 1B1-
MVDM* and NB* as inputs to the first-level gen-
eraliser, SG~,

b. use the zero-level inputs and the outputs of IB1-
MVDM* and NB* as inputs to the first-level gen-
eraiiser, SGb,
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C- use only the average test results of cross-
validation (Schaffer 1993) on the training set 
select the better of IB1-MVDM* and NB*, de-
noted as BETTERof2.

The first-level generaliser in SG~ and SGb can ei-
ther be IB1-MVDM* or NB* in the following experi-
ments. Note that three-fold cross-validations are used
in all experiments. Table 7 shows the average clas-
sification error rates of three types of stacked gener-
alisation with comparison to the composite learner.
SG=(IB1) uses IB1-MVDM* as the first-level gener-
aliser and SG~(NB) uses NB* as the first-level gen-
eraliser. The e (~) symbol in front of a figure in-
dicates that it is significantly worse (better) than 
(i.e., the difference between CL and ,a stacked general-
isation method is more than or equal to two standard
errors (_> 95% confidence) ). The best result in each
domain is shown in boldface.

CL performs better than or equal to the first two
types of stacked generalisation, SGa and SGb in most
domains and a considerable number of the differences
are significant. For example, CL is significantly bet-
ter than SGb(IB1) in nine domains. Only in a few
domains, do some versions of stacked generalisation
achieve minor improvements over CL but the ditfer-
ences are not significant (for example, in the hepatitis,
echocardiogram and automobile domains). Note that
these are the domains which the algorithms have poor
characterisations of predictive accuracy (i.e., demon-
strate insignificant trends in Table 2).

BETTERof2 performs close to selecting the better of
IB1-MVDM* and NB*. While this is a strong point of
the method, it also demonstrates that this method can-
not produce better results than the better primitive al-
gorithm. CL achieves significantly better results than
BETTERof2 in five domains and significantly worse in
one domain.

Table 8 shows a summary of these results. The first
row shows the number of domains in which CL achieves
higher accuracy than a stacked generalisation method
versus the number in which the reverse happened. A
similar comparison for only those domains in which
the difference is significant is shown in the second row.
The third row shows the results of a sign test on the
values of the second row. This reveals that CL is a
more accurate learner than the three types of stacked
generalisation with at least 95% confidence.

Discussion

Because the composite learner employs a strategy that
probes into the intrinsic problem of the induced theo-
ries of its constituent algorithms and uses only those
predictions that are more likely to be correct, it is
able to improve the performance of the individual al-
gorithms. Using a cross-validation algorithm such as
BETTERof2 does not get better performance than the
better primitive learning algorithm. Cross-validation

Table 7: Comparison with stacked generalisations (av-
erage error rates)

CL SGa
SG6 SGb SG~ BET

(ml) (NS) (ml) (NB)
wave40 1S.4 e 21.0 e 20.8 O 22.0 (9 21.3 ~ 21.6
horse 16.9 17.8 17.4 O 19.8 O 20.1 0 20.4
hypo 1.2 (9 1.4 1.3 (9 1.4 (9 1.6 (9 l.S
led24 35.8 (9 41.0 (9 38.4 37.5 85.0 (9 38.8
wave21 18.5 O 21.1 20.6 O 21.1 (9 22.4 (9 22.5
heart IY.Y 18.4 18.4 0 20.8 18.5 18.5
splice 4.0 0 4.5 0 4.6 (9 4.5 (3 4.4 (9 4.5
bcw 2.8 3.0 (9 3.9 (3 3.7 2.9 2.9
soyb 5.0 5.1 5.4 (9 5.9 (9 7.5 (9 5.8
glass 26.6 0 29.6 27.4 0 30.7 28.6 28.5
dial) 24.1 (9 25.3 (9 25.7 (9 26.6 25.1 25.2
led? 29.4 31.9 30.5 (9 32.2 29.0 29.4
helm 15.5 15.1 17.6 0 19.0 14.8 14.6
echo 29.3 (9 32.3 22.9 (9 36.3 28.Y 28.9
auto 18.9 19.3 18.1 17.4 0 29.4 ~ 14.8

EB or (9 : significantly better or worse than CL; p~0.0S.
BET : BETTERof2.

Table 8: Summary of Table 7
8G, SO. $Gb 8Gb BET
(IBI) (NB) (IB.1) (NB)

#wins 14-1 14-1 14-1 11-4 11-3
#signif. wins 8-0 5-0 13-0 %0 7-1

Sign test 99.6 96.9 99.99 99.2 96.5

uses global information (i.e., the overall estimated er-
ror rate) to do model selection before classification,
whereas the composite learner uses local information
(i.e., the characterisation of predictive accuracy of each
prediction) to select which model to use during classi-
fication.

The fact that CL achieves only 68% correct on aver-
age (in the portion where only one of IB1-MVDM* and
NB* has correct classification) explains why the cur-
rent implementation of the composite learner can only
achieve better results in domains where the constituent
algorithms have comparable pefformance~ This indi-
cates that there is still room for further improvement.
First, the methods for characterising predictive accu-
racy can be improved. Some of the problems with typi-
cality have been discussed in the last discussion section.
Use of an exponential distance function rather than
Euclidean distance function in Equation (1) may im-
prove the characterisation. Second, the predictive ac-
curacy estimation method of producing binned graphs
can be improved. Current weaknesses can be miti-
gated by employing cross-validation to select the best
algorithm among the composite learner and its con-
stituent algorithms. This method, BESTOf3 is very
effective in domains such as hepatitis and automobile
where the performance between IB1-MVDM* and NB*
differs substantially. Note that CL does not perform
well in these two domains because the characterisations
of predictive accuracy are poor (indicated as insignif-
icant trends in Table 2). Overall, BESTof3 is shown
to achieve results comparable to the best results of CL
and its constituent learning algorithms in all the ex-
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perimental domains. Third, in two-class domains, an
improvement can possibly be made by simply reverse
the prediction when the binned graph for a class is be-
low 50% accuracy (see the bottom left portions of the
binned graphs for typicality in Figures 2 and 3).

There are two situations when one algorithm per-
forms comparably to the other. The frst situation is
when the decision boundaries almost overlap; in this
case, the classification overlap would be very high and
we say that the algorithms are highly correlated. In
the second situation, as the classification overlap is
relatively low, the proportion classified correctly by
one algorithm while the other algorithm is incorrect
is about the same for both algorithms. Nevertheless,
the composite learner is capable of performing well un-
der both situations. Classification correlation between
the constituent algorithms in some domains does not
affect the performance of the composite learner. This
is shown in the bcw and hypothyroid domains where
the percentage of classification overlap is over 97% (see
Table 6).

There are a number of reasons why the composite
learner performs better than stacked generalisation.
Stacked generalisation merely delays the decisions to
be made when one is confronted with a learning prob-
lem. The decisions regarding a learning problem such
as the number of inputs to be used (the feature selection
problem) and what type of learning algorithm is suit-
able (the selective superiority problem, Brodley 1993)
in the first-level cannot be solved in stacked generalisa-
tion; they still have to be decided (manually by users)
in the new transformed space at the higher level. The
same problems faced in the new transformed space do
not become simpler, in fact, they are as hard as those
faced in the original space. We have also tried to add
the characterisations (and also a binary attribute indi-
cating whether the characterisation from one algorithm
is better than that from the other) as first-level inputs
in the new transformed space, but stacked generalisa-
tions still fail to achieve better results. All these are
due to the fact that the first-level inputs (i.e., the zero-
level outputs possibly including the characterisations)
are highly correlated or they are redundant with re-
spect to the primitive inputs (John, Kohavi & Pfleger
1994; Langley & Sage 1994). The composite learner
addresses the selective superiority problem given that
Instance-Based and Naive Bayesian classifiers are cho-
sen to solve the learning problem at hand, by using the
characterisation of predictive accuracy in each classi-
tier. Because only the characterisations are used, the
feature selection problem does not exist in the compos-
ite learner framework. The success of the composite
learner relies on the accuracy of this characterisation
and its predictive accuracy estimation.

The composite learner can be viewed as an "in-
formed" simple generaliser that makes its decision to
select a classifier based on the weight of the predic-
tion. The weight of the prediction can be regarded as
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the classifier’s "confidence" concerning the prediction
made. This simple generaliser is demonstrated to be
better than more complex generalisers (e.g., SGffi (IB1)
and SG~(NB)), mainly due to the weight truly reflect-
ing the classifier’s "confidence" about the prediction
made.

Accurm:y t~

IBI-MVDM* P
X

NB*

CL

Figure 5:
accuracy
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Theory superposition based on predictive

Though the composite learner might be viewed as
a special case of stacked generalisation that uses an
"informed" simple generaliser based on the prediction
weights, it does not generalise in a new transformed
space. What it does is a superposition of the theories
learned from the primitive attributes. Figure 5 illus-
trates how one theory is superpositioned on another
theory in a one-dimension space domain. The verti-
cal axes in the first two diagrams (for IB1-MVDM*
and NB*, respectively) indicate the estimated predic-
tive accuracies in each region of the description space
(plotted in the same scale); for simplicity, they are
assumed to be uniform in each region. P shows the
positive class regions and N the negative class regions.
The bottom plot shows the regions cast by the com-
posite learner by selectively choosing the more highly
predictive regions.

The proposed composite learner can be easily ex-
tended to include other learning algorithms, provided
appropriate characterisations of those induced theories
can be found. For example, the probabilities of a neu-
ral network’s outputs could be used as the character-
isation. In such cases, a scheme that combines the
weights/evidences of the predictions might need to be
incorporated into the system (such as those in Buntine
(1991) and Perrone & Cooper (1993)).

Related Work
The most closely related work that exploits local in-
formation in combining different learning algorithms
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is Ting’s (1994a) treatment of the problem of small
disjuncts in decision trees. The key idea of this work is
to use Instance-Based methods to solve the problem of
small disjuncts in decision trees by replacing the small
disjunct regions with Instance-Based methods, which
are shown to have better performance in these regions
in most domains. Though a similar idea is used here,
the roles of decision trees and Instance-Based meth-
ods are fixed in that framework - decision trees work
on large disjuncts regions and Instance-Based meth-
ods work in small disjuncts regions. This arrangement
is based on the assumption that decision trees per-
form better than Instance-Based methods in the re-
gions of large disjuncts. In domains where this as-
sumption does not hold, the performance of this com-
posite learner will be worse than Instance-Based meth-
ods. KBNGE (Wettschereck 1994) in many respects
resemble Ting’s work without using an explicit char-
acterisation of the problem of small disjuncts. It uses
BNGE (i.e., a nested generalised exemplars algorithm
(Salzberg 1991)) in regions that clearly belong to 
class and a k-nearest neighbour algorithm otherwise.

In an independent work, Merz (1995) describes an-
other method of stacked generalisation where selection
of algorithms can be done during classification. The
DS (dynamic selection) algorithm builds two m by 
matrices during training, where m is the number of
training instances and n is the number of learning al-
gorithms. The first matrix records the predictions of
the induced theories and the second matrix records the
test results of ~ v-fold cross-validations for each train-
ing instance, where zo must be more than 1. All in-
duced theories are used in classifying a new instance
to construct a row-vector that can be compared in the
first matrix to identify the rows "closest" to the row-
vector of the new instance. The accuracies for each
induced theory are computed from the corresponding
rows (by averaging) in the second matrix. The induced
theory having the highest accuracy is selected for final
prediction.

There are several differences between DS and CL de-
spite the facts they both use cross-validation and per-
form algorithm selection during classification. First, as
other methods of stacked generalisation, DS uses an-
other generaliser (i.e., some forms of nearest-neighbour
classifier) in the high-level transformed space. The
characterisation of various regions of differing predic-
tive accuracies is more explicit in CL. It is much harder
to identifying those regions in DS. CL is using a binned
graph for each class whereas DS is using two matrices.
DS requires ~o v-fold cross-vaUdations and CL only re-
quires one v-fold cross-validation. DS relies only on
the test results of cross-validations and CL requires
an extra measure of characterisation for each induced
theory. Merz (1995) reports that ’..DS frequently out-
performs a cross-validation algorithm for selecting a
learning algorithm and occasionally outperforms the
algorithm with the best test accuracy.’ 4 CL performs

better than both BETTERof2 and the better of its
constituent algorithms in most of the domains tested.

MCS (Brodley 1993) uses a hand-crafted rule 
guide the construction of three different models at the
nodes of a decision tree, and each model is trained on
part of the training set. In contrast,.the two algorithms
in the composite learner are trained independently on
the total training data and work cooperatively accord-
ing to the characterisation of predictive accuracy in
each learned theory. Thus, no hand-crafted knowledge
is used in the composite learner. CL selects a model
during classification; MCS fixes the various models at
the nodes of a decision tree during training.

Methods of selecting a learning algorithm for a given
domain (e.g., Schaffer 1993; Aha 1992; Breiman et al
1984) using the entire set of training data only choose
the best performing algorithm, at best. Some other
methods split the data into (i) mutually exclusive sub-
sets (Tcheng et al 1989; Utgoff 1989; Chan & Stolfo
1995) or (ii) resampling (with replacement) subsets
(Drucker, Schapire & Simad 1993). Different classi-
fiers are trained using these subsets.

Breiman’s (1994) bagging (for bootstrap aggregat-
ing) predictors combine multiple models produced
from a single algorithm using bootstrap replicate train-
ing sets. Predictions are combined either using a ma-
jority vote or averaging the estimated class probabili-
ties of all bootstrap models. Kwok and Carter (1990)
use voting over multiple trees generated by using al-
ternative splits.

Several methods of re-ordering ranks when combin-
ing multiple models have been proposed in the litera-
ture. Buntine (1991) introduced an algorithm design
strategy based on the approximating Bayesian deci-
sion theory of learning class probability decision trees.
The class ranking was reordered after averaging the
class probabilities from the multiple trees. With the
present work on the characterisation of predictive ac-
curacy, Buntine’s strategy can be readily applied to
include different models. Perrone and Cooper’s (1993)
ensemble methods work in a similar manner by merely
(weighted) averaging the corresponding outputs of the
multiple neural networks. Error correlation among the
combined algorithms will severely affect the weighting
and the performance of the ensemble method. Smyth,
Goodman & Higgins (1990) and Kononenko & Kova~i~
(1992) use Naive Bayesian combination of decisions 
several different rules in reordering ranks. Ho, Hull
and Srihari (1994) employ logistic regression to re-rank
classes across different types of classifiers, and only the
ranks of the classes in the predictions are considered.

Finally, Rachlin et al (1994) and Ting & Cameron-
Jones (1994) have addressed issues (e.g., learnability
in the limit, the two algorithms’ relationships in one
framework) regarding the two types of algorithm used

4This implies that a cross-validation algorithm does not
perform better than the best performing algorithm. We
have the same finding as indicated in Table 7.
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in this paper.

Conclusion

The main contribution of this paper is two-fold. First,
we have characterised an intrinsic problem, i.e., the
problem of locally low predictive accuracy in IBL and
Naive Bayes. Two intuitively sound methods, the typ-
icality and the posterior probability have been found
to be a satisfactory characterisation of predictive ac-
curacy in IB1-MVDM* and NB*, respectively. Sec-
ond, knowing the weaknesses in each algorithm, the
simple strategy of selecting as the final prediction
the one that has the higher estimated predictive ac-
curacy has been demonstrated to partially overcome
the problem of locally low predictive accuracy. When
IB1-MVDM* and NB* demonstrate comparable per-
formance, we strongly recommend that the proposed
composite learner is used to improve the overall per-
formance. The composite learner is found to outper-
form three methods of stacked generalisation (includ-
ing a common cross-validation method for model se-
lection, BETTERof2) in most of the experimental do-
mains studied. BESTof3 incorporating the composite
learner achieves results better than or comparable to
the better performance of the composite learner’s con-
stituent learning algorithms in all the experimental do-
mains.
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